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Detecting the infrared characteristics of the contrails is a reasonable approach to tracing the rocket, and the particle properties of
the contrails are the basis of the infrared analysis. The conventional numerical approach to obtaining the particle properties is a
Euler/Lagrange method or a simple Euler/Euler method, difficultly obtaining more accurate results because it ignores the particle
size distribution in parcels or cells. A modified Euler/Euler method is applied to simulate the contrail formation in the near field of
a solid rocket motor at different altitudes, which considers the size distribution by adding the first- to second-order particle radius
moments based on the simple Euler/Euler method. The simulation results show that the crystals are generated at altitudes from
10 km to 20 km and that the contrails are visible at altitudes from 10 km to 15 km, where the radii of the crystals are from 0.1 μm
to 0.3 μm. The visible contrails indicate that aviation vehicles are cruising at altitudes from 10 km to 15 km, and the smaller
crystals indicate that the contrails are generated by rockets, not aircraft. Our work can provide important insight for the
follow-up infrared analysis of the contrails based on the obtained particle radii.

1. Introduction

The contrail formation is due to the condensation of water
vapor emitted by aviation vehicles [1]. Recently, with the
increase of aircraft traffic, contrails produced by aircraft have
contributed greatly to the global greenhouse effect, which
has received much attention [2]. However, the ability to
predict the contrail formation at both low and high altitudes
for rockets is of interest for a variety of logistical reasons; for
example, detecting the infrared characteristics of the con-
trails is a reasonable approach to tracing the rocket. Or
rather, the information of the early contrails, such as the
distances between the aviation vehicles and the contrail
formation points, is most likely to expose the locations of
the aviation vehicles. The objects of the recent research on
the contrail formation are mainly the aircraft [3].

Liquid and solid particles in the plumes of jet aircraft cruis-
ing in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere are the
cores of the contrail formation [4], so the formation involves
the wake flow dynamics, the microphysical dynamics, and the

flow-microphysics couple process. In terms of the microphysi-
cal dynamics, the heterogeneous nucleation model is generally
used to describe the formation process of ice crystals in con-
trails, andFick’s diffusion law is commonly adopted to simulate
the growthprocess of ice crystals in contrails [5]. Smolders et al.
used the model to simulate the wave-induced condensation
and evaporation in a shock tube, from which numerical results
obtained were close to the experimental results [6]. Khou et al.
applied themodel to the simulation of the ice crystal formation
on soot particle cores emitted by the commercial aircraft, ana-
lyzing the distribution of the ice crystal radii [7, 8].

The methods of simulating the wake flow dynamics
coupled with the microphysical dynamics are mainly Euler/
Lagrange method and Euler/Euler method [9]. Paoli et al.
applied the Euler/Lagrange method to simulate the contrail
formation considering the interaction between the jet flow
and the wing-tip trailing vortex and analyzed the characteris-
tics of the ice particles in contrails [10]. Khou et al. employed a
simple Euler/Euler method to assess the shape of the early air-
craft contrail, which only considered the transport equation of
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the particle number density (the zeroth particle radius
moment) [7, 8].

A few scholars focus on rocket contrails (shown in
Figure 1), and fewer scholars focus on rocket contrail forma-
tion. Voigt et al. used the Schmidt-Appleman criterion to
judge the rocket contrail formation altitude, indicating that
the contrails possibly formed only in the upper tropo-
sphere/lower stratosphere region [11]. Platov et al. investi-
gated the rocket contrail formation in the upper
atmosphere by solving the equations of thermal balance
and mass balance of condensing particles, who found that
the particle radius increase was only more than 7nm which
was much smaller than the increase in the aircraft cases [12,
13]. Chenoweth et al. used the heterogeneous nucleation
model to simulate the rocket contrail formation based on
the CRAFT CFD code but did not present a specific
approach [14]. Dalin et al. used detailed photographic imag-
ing taken from the ground to analyze the dynamics of Soyuz
rocket exhaust products at the initial trajectory in the meso-
sphere and lower thermosphere, which only focused on the
later stage development of the formed contrail [15].

The above investigations of the rocket contrails could not
completely describe the characteristics of the contrails as the
study of aircraft contrails due to the limited one-dimensional
model. The jet plumes produced by rocket motors have higher
temperatures than those produced by aircraft engines [17],
which makes the contrails more difficult to form, and the dif-
ferent shock waves make the plume shapes different, which
affects the contrail shapes. To overcome the defects of Khou
et al.’s method which ignores the particle size distribution in
cells, we apply a modified Euler/Euler method with the hetero-
geneous nucleation model to simulate the contrail formation
in the near field of the solid rocket motor, which extends Khou
et al.’s method by calculating the transport equations of 0th to
2nd moments of the particle size. The modified method has a
higher accuracy for calculating the mass transfer rate due to
the high order moments which can introduce the particle size
distribution in cells. The simulation applies the real gas com-
ponents in the solid rocket motor combustor and considers
the influence of the fuselage shape on the jet plume.

2. Theoretical Modeling

Three models are applied in the investigation, including the
fluid flow model, the ice formation microphysical model,
and the gas-particle coupling model. The fluid flow model
is used to simulate the mixing of the hot jet exhaust with
the ambient air disturbed by the turbulence of the fuselage.
The ice microphysical model is used to describe the birth
and growth of ice particles in the contrails. The gas-
particle coupling model is used to describe and solve the
jet flow coupling with the particle motion.

2.1. Fluid Flow Model. The plume mixture is assumed to be
composed of air, gas, and soot particles. The relaxation time
of the particles is far less than the characteristic time of the
jet flow because the particle sizes are about 1μm, so the jet
and particles are assumed to be in dynamic and thermal
equilibrium [18]. Thus, the particle phase has the same

velocity as the carrier gas phase. The mass fraction of the
particles is small enough to assume that the particles are a
species of the fluid without impacting the fluid flow charac-
teristics. The axisymmetric, multispecies, and compressible
governing equations used in the flow model are
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Figure 1: The rocket contrail [16].
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where x is the axial coordinate, y is the radial coordinate,
ðu, vÞT is the velocity vector, p is the pressure of the mixture
(including gas and particles), E is the total energy of the mix-
ture, ρ is the mixture density, Yi is the mass fraction of the i
-th species, S is the source term vector described by the gas-
particle coupling model, and D is the diffusion term vector
including the viscosity effects, the heat conduction, and the
diffusion of species with the turbulence, detailed in Ref. [7].

The turbulence is simulated by the spatial RANS model to
reduce the computation cost without reducing the accuracy.
The Reynolds tensors in the diffusion term vector are given
by the Boussinesq hypothesis and the two equations realizable
k‐ε model to adapt to the flow separation on the nozzle exit
with the supersonic flow [19], detailed in Ref. [20].

2.2. Microphysical Model. Before describing the microphysi-
cal model, some assumptions are introduced. Inert particles
are assumed to be spherical for the sake of simplicity, as their
fractal-like shapes are too complex to be counted. The con-
densation is supposed to be immersion freezing from a thin
liquid layer, and the turbulence is assumed to not promote
the ice growth in any particular direction.

The main assumption used in this work is that contrail
formation is driven by ice heterogeneous nucleation on inert
particles. Although all inert particles do not necessarily
freeze, an upper limit case can be selected by first assuming
that they are all activated. All emitted inert particles may
therefore be considered as ice nuclei. A kinetic model has
been used for the deposition of water vapor onto ice parti-
cles. The particle growth is evaluated using a modified Fick
law dedicated to mass transfer on particles of which the
radius rp is of the order of the mean free path λ. The ice
generation rate _ωice is given by

_ωice =
4πNprpDvapMw

RT

Á pvap − psat/icevap rp
À Á� �

G rp
À Á

Π psat/liqvap , rp
� �

,
ð2Þ

where Np is the ice particle number in the unit volume, rp is
the radius of the ice particle, Mw is the water molar mass, R
is the ideal gas constant, Dvap is the diffusion coefficient of
water vapor to the air, pvap is the water vapor partial pressure
in the plume, psat/icevap is the saturation vapor pressure above

the ice, psat/liqvap is the saturation vapor pressure above the liq-
uid,Π is the function judging whether the vapor mass trans-
fer onto the dry particles, and GðrpÞ is the function taking
into account the transition of the uptake from the gas kinetic
to diffusion regimes near the nanometric particle, given by
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ð3Þ

where α is the deposition coefficient of water molecules on
ice, α = 0:1, rs is the initial particle radius, and KnðrpÞ is
the particle Knudsen number, KnðrpÞ = λ/rp where λ is the
mean free path of a gas molecule. The rest functions, pres-
sures, and coefficients are detailed in Ref. [7]. The ice crystal
growth rate is the function of rp, given by

dr
dt rp
À Á

= _ωice
4πr2p

: ð4Þ

2.3. Gas-Particle Coupling Model. The Eulerian bulk
method, solving for the moments Mk of the size distribu-
tion, is used as the gas-particle coupling model. The
moments are defined as

Mk =
ð∞
0
rk f dr, ð5Þ

by assuming a certain shape for the size distribution f
that depends on a limited number of parameters, includ-
ing the local particle number density, the mean particle
radius, and the standard deviation of the particle radii.
According to the moment definition, the zeroth moment
M0 is the local particle number density, the 1st moment
M1 is the half total length of the particles per unit vol-
ume, the 2nd moment M2 is 1/ð4πÞ times the particle
total surface area per unit volume, and the 3rd moment
M3 is 3/ð4πÞ times the particle phase volume fraction.
The 1st to 3rd moments are the particle radius statistics,
which can better reflect the information of the particle
size distribution in cells.

Khou et al.’s method only considered the zeroth moment
and ignored the radius distribution in cells throughout the
simulation, so the accuracy of the simulation was relatively
low. To overcome the defects of his method, the vectors in
the governing equations extending the transport equations
for the moments are defined by
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by ignoring the effect of drag force in atmospheric applica-
tions and only considering the nucleation source. The diffu-
sion terms in the transport equations for the moments are 0.
The detailed forms of the source terms are

Sρ = 0,
SFx = 0,
SFy = 0,
SM0

= 0,

SM1
=M0�_r,

SM2
= 2M1�_r,

SYH2O
= −4πρiceM2�_r,

SY ice = 4πρiceM2�_r,
Sh = SY iceLice,

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð7Þ

by assuming that the nucleation rate is 0 due to the initial
particle radii greater than the nucleation critical radius r∗

obtained by the Kelvin equation, where �_r ≡ dr/dtð�rÞ, ρice,
and Lice are, respectively, the ice crystal condensation/sub-
limation rate, the ice density, and the latent heat of con-
densation, related with the local temperature, with the
“surface-averaged” radius �r ≡

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi2M3/M1
p

[21].

3. Numerical Setup

The investigation involves modeling and simulating the
external flow field of a rocket, whose performance parame-
ters are provided by the third party [22]. The axisymmetric
profile of the rocket is shown in Figure 2. The rocket has a
Laval nozzle with a combustion chamber and a fuselage
without wings. The performance parameters of the nozzle
are designed as follows: a trapezoid profile of the expansion,
the area expansion ratio being 16.2, and the nozzle being
conical with an exit half angle of 18°. The profile of the fuse-
lage is a combination of a rectangle and a cone.

According to the axisymmetric rocket, the computa-
tional domain is modeled as a 2D axisymmetric domain, as
shown in Figure 3. The domain dimensions are given by
referring to the length and diameter of the fuselage. The
domain shape is a rectangle with the radial dimension being
45 times the diameter of the fuselage and the axial dimen-
sion being 15 times the length of the fuselage.

Based on the 2D axisymmetric domain, the domain
mesh is partitioned by some blocks paving unstructured
quadrilaterals to adapt to the irregular shape, as shown in
Figure 3. The internal and adjacent mesh of the nozzle
domain is refined to capture the shock wave generated by
the jet, where the maximum grid spacing Δ is set to 10-2m.
The mesh far from the rocket is gradually coarsened to
improve calculation efficiency, where the maximum grid
spacing Δ is set to 0.5m. The total number of cells is 0.35
million. To ensure the grid independence, four sets of
meshes (0.25 million, 0.30 million, 0.35 million, and 0.40
million) are calculated with a simple equivalent gas model
without reactions. The axial vapor profiles are compared in
Figure 4. It has been indicated that the derivation is less than
8% between 0.35 million and 0.40 million cell meshes, so the
grid with 0.35 million cells is applied.

The initial and boundary conditions are set in the 2D
axisymmetric solver. The boundary conditions, shown in
Figure 3, are enforced as follows: the nozzle inlet set as the
pressure inlet, the domain exit set as the pressure outlet,
the domain inlet set as the pressure far field, the fuselage
and the nozzle wall set as the adiabatic wall, and the

Dt

L

De
𝜃

D

Figure 2: The axisymmetric profile of the rocket: D is the diameter
of the fuselage; De is the diameter of the nozzle exit; Dt is the
diameter of the nozzle throat; θ is the exit half angle of the nozzle
expansion; L is the length of the fuselage [22].
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symmetry axis. The pressure inlet is also the particle inlet.
The pressure inlet conditions depend on the work state of
the combustion chamber. The pressure outlet conditions
and the initial conditions correspond to cruise conditions
in the upper troposphere. The ambient temperature, pres-
sure, and sound speed of the upper troposphere ranging
from 5km to 25 km are listed in Table 1 by using the NACA
Standard Atmosphere [23]. The initial conditions of the
domain other than the chamber zone are set as the ambient
conditions, and the initial conditions of the chamber zone
are set as the pressure inlet conditions of the beginning,
listed in Table 2, where the particle density is detailed in
Ref. [24]. The component equilibrium equations of double-

base propellant combustion products are solved by the prin-
ciple of minimum Gibbs free energy [25], and the mass
fractions of the major combustion products in the combus-
tion chamber are listed in Table 3. The particle radii in the
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Table 1: Parameters of the atmosphere at different altitudes.

Altitude (km) Temperature (K) Pressure (Pa) Speed of sound (m/s)

5 255.7 54048 320.5

10 223.3 26500 299.5

15 216.7 12112 295.1

20 216.7 5529.3 295.1

25 221.5 2549.2 298.4

Table 2: Pressure inlet conditions.

Parameters Value

Total temperature 3633K

Total pressure 8.7MPa

Particle radius 40 nm

Particle density 1016/m3
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combustion chamber are set as a uniform distribution. The
Schmidt-Appleman diagram in Ref. [1] indicated that the
threshold temperature was less sensitive to the relative
humidity when the relative humidity (RH) was under 60%,
and Khou et al.’s work showed that the locations of supersat-
urated areas with respect to liquid water were similar at
RH = 30% and RH = 60% [7]. We assume that RH keeps
constant at 20% and that the cruise speed is set as Ma =
1:6 at five altitudes, including 5 km, 10 km, 15 km, 20 km,
and 25 km.

4. Model Validation

The investigation validates the theoretical models by simu-
lating the wave-induced condensation and evaporation.
Details of the wave-induced experimental setup, conditions,
and procedures are to be found in Ref. [6]. The validating
model, with two valves whose sizes are the same as the tube,
is simplified by generating the rarefaction waves of the same
intensity as the experiment, shown in Figure 5. The pressure
in the vacuum chamber is set to 0.564 bar to generate the
rarefaction wave of the same initial Mach number 0.212 as
the experiment. The conditions of the other chambers are
the same as the experimental conditions. The procedures
of the validating simulation are set as follows: open the
closed valve 2 at the beginning t = 0ms of the simulation,
and open the closed valve 1 at t = 66ms of the simulation.

The droplet radii of the simulation and the experiment,
obtained at the observation window located at the low-
pressure chamber of 6.63m from valve 2, are shown in
Figure 6. Figure 6 indicates that the virtually same droplet
growth trends are obtained by the numerical method and
the experimental method. The mixture is initially unsatu-
rated, and the particles keep the original size. The saturation
ratios at the observation window start to rise with the pas-
sage of the first rarefaction wave. When the saturation ratios
rise to the critical saturation ratios, vapor starts to condense
on the particles, and the particles grow up. Vapor is con-
sumed and the heat is released with the condensation, result-
ing in the fact that the mixture tends to an equilibrium state
where droplet radii are about 0.8μm without increasing. The
reflected wave, generated through the front of the rarefaction
wave impinging valve 1, again disturbs the state of the mix-
ture, and the droplets continue to grow up to the mean

radius of approximately 1μm. The state of the gaseous car-
rier changes discontinuously to an unsaturated state, and
the droplets start to evaporate with the shock wave passing
the observation window. The pressures and temperatures
of the mixture change continuously until the droplets have
completely disappeared.

The maximum relative error between the numerical and
experimental droplet radius occurs in the balance state, with
a value of under 10%. The maximum numerical mean droplet
radius is 1.05μm, slightly greater than 1μm of the experimen-
tal mean radius. The virtually same droplet growth trend and
the enough small maximum relative error indicate that the
models are validated and adapted to the investigation.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Wake Dynamics. The axisymmetric realizable k‐ε model
is used to resolve the turbulence induced by the supersonic
flow passing through the fuselage, which disturbs the jets
mixed with the ambient air. The simulations are set to tran-
sient due to the particle growth with time. The first-order
implicit scheme is used to discretize the time, where the
Courant number is set to one. The spatial scheme is set to
the second-order upwind scheme. To compare the steady
contrails at the different altitudes, we regard that a quasis-
teady state is reached when the fluid parameters are near
the downstream edge of the computational zone level off
over time. The following results are based on the quasisteady
state, and the convergence curve is shown in Figure 7.

The vapor partial pressure is related to the ice generation
rate, recalling from Equation (2). The mixture pressure fields
at the 5 altitudes are firstly analyzed due to the vapor partial
pressure depending on the mixture pressure, as shown in
Figure 8. The nozzle pressure ratios (NPRs) only depend
on the ambient pressures at the different altitudes, due to
the nozzle throat flow keeping supersonic. The NPR ranges
from 1.29 up to 27.36 due to the ambient pressures dropping
rapidly with the altitude from 5km to 25 km. The NPR cri-
terion indicates that the jet regime develops from the lowly
underexpanded jet to the super highly underexpanded jet
with the rocket flying from 5km to 25 km. The obvious devi-
ations between the mixture pressures and the ambient pres-
sures focus on the jet core zone, where the centerline jets
expand and compress repeatedly. The rarefaction waves

Table 3: Components of the combustion products.

Component name CO2 CO H2O N2 NO O2 OH

Mass fraction 0.256 0.335 0.164 0.177 1:24 × 10−2 1:66 × 10−2 2:79 × 10−2

High pressure
chamber

Low pressure
chamber

Vacuum chamber

Valve 1 Valve 2

Figure 5: The geometry of the validation case.
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generated by the nozzle exit and the fuselage end make the
jet and the inflow excessive expansion, so the pressures drop
below the ambient pressures, and the dimensionless mixture
pressures are negative in the vicinity of the nozzle exit. The
areas of the pressure deviation zone (the zone where the
local pressures are more than 110% of the ambient pres-
sures) behind the nozzle exit are enlarged with the jet under-
expansion aggravation. The pressures at the mixed layers of
the jets recover to the ambient pressures through a step pro-
cess due to the intercepting shock, as shown in the bottom
curves of Figure 8. The pressures at the zones except the pres-
sure deviation areas are approximately the ambient pressures,
where the ice particles are likely to form. Thus, the mixture
pressure of the ice generation is the ambient pressure.

Given that the saturation vapor pressures above ice and
liquid are the function of the temperature, the temperature
fields at different altitudes are extracted as shown in the
top half panels of Figure 9. The temperatures rapidly drop
to the ambient temperatures at the edges of the jet, which

forms the outer shear layer. The temperature drop along
the centerline is similar to that in the aircraft cases, but the
centerline temperatures are more difficult than the aircraft
cases to recover to the ambient temperatures due to the
much higher total temperature [26], as shown in the bottom
curves of Figure 9. The above zero temperature zones (red
zones in the top half panels of Figure 9) shrink with the
downstream distance and broaden downstream with the
altitude increase due to the jet underexpansion aggravation.
Therefore, the contrail is not likely to form in the centerline
zone, because the threshold temperature of the contrail
formation is below zero.

To find the zones favorable to condensation, we overlap
the isocontour lines of the vapor local density and the tem-
perature contours together in the top half panels of
Figure 9. The vapor local density at the lines is much greater
than the ambient value, as shown in the vapor local density
contours (shown in the bottom half panels of Figure 9), and
the temperatures in the green zones of the top half panels are
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much lower than the centerline values, lower than 240K.
The isocontour lines are overlapped with the green zones
at the altitudes of 10 km, 15 km, and 20 km, while these are
not overlapped at the altitudes of 5 km and 25 km. The con-
trail is not likely to form at the altitude of 5 km, in which the
ambient temperatures are too high and the vapor local den-
sity at the ambient zone is too low, although the lines inter-
act with the ambient temperature zone. The contrail is also
not likely to form at the altitude of 25 km, in which all lines
intersect with the red zone of the temperature field. There-
fore, the contrail is only possible to form at the altitudes of
10 km, 15 km, and 20 km, in which the temperatures and
the vapor local densities at the jet edges are appropriate.

The ice generation rates and areas of the ice generation
zones (the white zones in Figure 10) decrease with the alti-

tude in the range of [10, 25] km, which is in consistency with
the analysis of the temperature and the vapor local density.
The vapor partial pressures pvap does not exceed psat/liqvap
everywhere at the altitudes 5 km and 25 km, while pvap only

exceeds psat/liqvap on the white zones at the altitudes from
10 km to 20 km. The particles grow when they are passing
the white zones with the flow, and their radii exceed the ini-
tial radius rs when they leave the white zones, causing that
the judging function Π equals to 1 on the zones except for
the white zones. The vapor partial pressures pvap on the

zones except the white zones is less than psat/liqvap , so the ice
generation rates on the zones are mostly negative where
the crystal radii exceed rs. The vapor local densities at the
isocontour lines intersected with the green zones at the
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altitude of 15 km are lower than the values at the altitude of
10 km, causing that the ice generation rates in the white
zones at the altitude of 15 km are less than the values at
the altitude of 10 km. According to the Schmidt-Appleman
criterion, the curve of threshold temperature TLC versus alti-
tude predicts that threshold temperatures are higher than
the local temperatures at the altitudes from 8km to 22 km
(shown in Figure 11), indicating that the ice particles can
grow at these altitudes, which is in consistency with the
results of the ice generation rate contours.

5.2. Contrail Microphysics. Heterogeneous condensation, the
process that vapor condenses on inert particles when the
local vapor saturation ratios reach the liquid water satura-
tion ratios, is the only condensation type considered in the
investigation, since homogeneous condensation only occurs
under the conditions with much higher saturation ratios.
According to the flow analysis, the ice particles hardly
appear in the computational domain at the altitudes of
5 km and 25 km, due to the higher ambient temperatures
for 5 km and the lower ambient pressures for 25 km, and
appear at the edges of the jets at the altitudes from 10 km
to 20 km, due to the intermediate condition.

The ice concentrations at altitudes of 10 km, 15 km, and
20 km are above zero, depicted in the top half panels of
Figure 12. The ice concentrations at the altitude of 20 km
are approximately zero, since the ice generation zone is too
narrow and small and that the ice generation rate is too
low. The ice concentrations at altitudes of 10 km and
15 km are approximately uniform in the nonzero ice concen-
tration profiles, approximately 1.5e-5 kg/m3. The nonzero
ice concentration profile at the altitude of 10 km starts from
approximately 15De behind the nozzle exit and extends to
approximately 90De downstream of the nozzle exit. At the
altitude of 10 km, the maximum thickness of the profile is
approximately 2De at x = −32De, and the maximum outer
radius of the zone is close to 7De at the end of the zone.

Although the ice generation rates and areas of the ice gener-
ation zones at the altitude of 10 km are greater than those at
the altitude of 15 km, the ice sublimation rates on the subli-
mation zones at the altitude of 10 km are much greater than
those at the altitude of 10 km. When the crystals pass the
sublimation zones, the crystal radii decrease rapidly (shown
in the top half panels of Figure 13). So compared to the ice
concentration profile at the altitude of 10 km, the profile at
15 km is wider and longer. At the altitude of 15 km, the
nonzero concentration profile is approximately a triangle
with a sharp angle from x = 20De to the end of the compu-
tational domain, whose maximum thickness and maximum
outer radius are 11De and 14De, respectively, at the end of
the domain.

According to Ref. [27], we use the least ice concentration
as the contrail visible criterion. That is, the contrail is visible
when the ice concentration is more than 4e-3 g/m3. Based on
the ice concentration contours (shown in the top half panels
of Figure 12), the visible contrail shapes are the white shapes
shown in the bottom half panels of Figure 12. The contrail
shapes are consistent with what can be observed in photo-
graphs of contrails at cruising altitudes [16]. The visible con-
trail is hardly formed at the altitude of 20 km, although the
ice particles are formed. Visible contrails expand backward
and sideways with the altitude from 10 km to 15 km, which
is consistent with the results of Ref. [11]. The visible con-
trails are nonpersistent in the domain at the altitude of
10 km and persistent in the domain at the altitude of
15 km, indicating that the lengths of the visible contrails
increase with the altitude from 5km to 15 km and decrease
with the altitude from 15 km to 25 km. Visible contrails
begin to appear at the altitude of 10 km and grow at approx-
imately 16m behind the nozzle exit at the altitude of 10 km
and grow at approximately 16De behind the nozzle exit at
the altitude of 15 km, no more than the distance of 40De
in the aircraft case [7]. The observed contrail diameters, the
outer ring diameter of the visible contrails, are approximately
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from 4.4De to 9De at the altitude of 10km and approximately
from 8De to 24De at the altitude of 15km. The curves indicate
that the visible contrail reveals the rocket cruising at altitudes
from about 10km to 15km, and the beginning positions of the
visible contrails reveal the rocket cruising between 16De and
40De in front of the position.

The excess water vapor is immediately condensed into
the ice particles after the formation of the ice nuclei. The
particles grow until the local relative humidity with respect
to the ice drops to 100%. The mean radii of the ice particles
reach the maximum at the edges of the contrails, where the
local relative humidity with respect to ice is slightly less

than 100 percent. The mean ice particle radii decrease with
the altitude increasing from 10 km to 25 km. The mean ice
particle radii in the visible contrail are about 0.25μm at the
altitude of 10 km and about 0.15μm at the altitude of
15 km, as shown in Figure 13. The mean radii of the ice
particles exhibit nearly 1.4μm in the aircraft cases [26],
almost 10 times the ice particle radii in the investigation.
The ice particle radius results indicate that detecting the
maximum ice particle radius in the contrails can reveal
the type of air vehicle. The maximum radius greater than
1μm reflects that the air vehicle is an airplane, otherwise
a rocket.
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Figure 11: Schmidt-Appleman diagram with threshold temperature TLC versus altitude for the rocket motor: the dashed line (–) is the
temperature profile of the international standard atmosphere; the full line (-) is the curve of the threshold temperature TLC.
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6. Conclusion

In the present work, the contrail formation of the rocket
motor is simulated by the modified Euler/Euler method at
five altitudes from 5km to 25 km, which considers the turbu-
lence of the complete rocket geometry. The modified Euler/
Euler method is validated by the wave-induced condensation
and evaporation experiment, and the simulation results are
indirectly validated by the Schmidt-Appleman criterion.
The wake results show that the flow parameters (tempera-
tures and vapor partial pressures) are unfavorable to the
vapor condensation near the axis zone. The contrail results
show that the contrails can be visible at altitudes ranging
from 10km to 15 km and that the mean crystal radii range
from 0.15 0.15μm to 0.25μm in the visible contrails. Com-
pared to aircraft contrails, the rocket contrail results suggest
that aviation vehicles are cruising at altitudes from 10 km to
15 km when the visible contrails are observed and that the
contrails are generated by rockets when the smaller mean
crystal radii are detected in the contrails.

Most notably, the modified Euler/Euler method extends
Khou et al.’s method by calculating the transport equations of
zeroth to 2nd moments, which improves the precision of the
mass transfer rates. The present work demonstrates the feasi-
bility of performing the simulations of the contrail formation
for the solid rocket motor. The obtained results may prelimi-
narily reveal the locations of the rocket and further serve as
the input conditions for the infrared analysis of the contrails.
The simulation is based on the known initial particle density
and the initial particle radii with the uniform distribution, but
the initial particle parameters vary with the motor work state.
Therefore, the future study will consider the effect of the motor
work state on the initial particle characteristics.

Data Availability

The data that support the findings of this study are openly
available at https://doi.org/10.1016/0045-7930(92)90033,
reference [5].
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